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In *Éigse* 16/4 (Geimhreadh, 1976), pp. 251-254.


Ó Cúív (B.) (ref.)

1573. Dumville (David N.): The textual history of *Lebor Bretnach*: a preliminary study.


MSS discussed incl. RIA 23 E 25 (LU), 23 P 12 (Book of Ballymote), 23 P 2 (Book of Lecan) (and its nine leaves now contained in TCD MS H 2. 17), D II 1 (Book of Uí Mhaine) (and its four leaves now contained in Egerton 90); NLI G 1; TCD H 3. 17, E 4.1; Laud Misc. 610; Lost MS E (used by John Lynch).

1574. Hamilton (Noel): *Céadna*, *céanna*, etc.

In *Éigse* 16/4 (Geimhreadh, 1976), p. 274.

Suggests that the change *céadna* / *céanna* > *cærna* is due to analogy with *darna*.

1575. McGonagle (Noel): The present tense flexionless termination.


*bear*, *bheir*, *chain*, *ghnì*, *deir*, *gheibh*, *teidh*, *ith*, *t(h)ig*, *t(h)éidh* / *t(h)éid*.

1576. Harrison (Alan): *Eiseamlár stíle dúchais in PCT*.


Stylistic similarities between *Pairlament Chlóinne Tomáis* and a crosáintacht composed c. 1500-80.

1577. Ó Buachalla (Breandán): Nótáir Ghairlich an tuaiscirt I.


On the use of *ni* and *cha* in Uster Irish.

1578. Ó Dochartaigh (Cathair): *Cha* and *ni* in the Irish of Ulster.


Incl. sections on [1.] Areal distribution of the forms *ni* and *cha*; [2.] Transitional zone; [3.] Emphatic use of *cha*; [4.] Vowel quantity in *cha*; [5.] Differential use of *cha* and *ni*; [6.] Origin and spread of *cha*.
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